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• Motivations to develop the Guideline
• Review of the Guideline
• Conclusions



Motivations

• Review and organize multiple sources of 
information 
• Standards and best practices
• SAIs Reports
• Public reports

• Do not develop a “bible”
• Prioritize usefulness

• References (updated)
• Examples
• Links

• Take in consideration different cybersecurity 
maturity of countries 



First approach

Introduction
Objective
1. Concepts and Definitions
2. Methodologies standards and frameworks
3. Guidance during audit phases
4. National Cybersecurity and data protection
5. Considerations of cybersecurity and data
protection by sectors
6. Cybersecurity implications in relevant and
emerging technologies
7. Tools and technical references



First approach

https://www.intosaicommunity.net/wgita/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/Cybersecurity_and_Data_Protection_Guideline-2022.pdf

Three-year Project  
Participation of 10 SAIs

The finalized draft document was hosted on the 
WGITA website and was circulated to WGITA 
members in October 2022. 

1. Introduction
2. Guidance during audit phases
3. Auditing national Cybersecurity and 

data Protection
4. Considerations of cybersecurity and 

data protection by sector



Lead Member (s)

USA and India Kuwait , Argentina and Mexico 

Brief referral to relevant concepts, definitions, methodologies,
standards and frameworks, related to Cybersecurity, Data
protection and Data Privacy.

Chapter 1 Introduction



Chapter 1 Introduction

• ISO/IEC 27000:2018
• Information technology security techniques 
• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Framework for Improving Critical 

Infrastructure Cybersecurity, Version 1.1
• NIST Special Publication 800-34: Revision 1, Contingency Planning Guide for Federal 

Information Systems 
• NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-37, Rev. 2: Risk Management Framework for Information 

Systems and Organizations: A System Life Cycle 
• NIST SP 800-55 Rev. 1: Performance Measurement Guide for Information Security 
• NIST SP 800-61, Revision 2, Computer Security Incident Handling Guide 
• NIST 800-82 Rev. 2: Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS) Security 
• NIST SP 800-115: Technical Guide to Information Security Testing and Assessment NIST 

SP 800-137: Information Security Continuous Monitoring (ISCM) for Federal Information 
Systems and Organizations 

• NIST SP 800-161, Rev 1 (Final): Supply Chain Risk Management Practices for Federal 
Information Systems and Organizations 

• Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 "appropriate 
technical and organizational measures."



Chapter 2 Guidance during audit phases

Includes audit guidance, how to start audits on
cybersecurity and data protection (planning, execution,
reporting, follow up, termination, file and disposal).

Lead Member (s)

Australia India and Japan



The principles will provide guidelines on:

• Defining the terms of the engagement; and
• Defining the scope.

Risk-based Approach to Cyber Security
Steps Description
1. Define the system Determine the type, value and security objectives for the

system based on an assessment of the impact if it were to
be compromised.

2. Select controls Select controls for the system and tailor them to achieve
desired security objectives.

3. Implement controls Implement controls for the system and its operating
environment.

4. Assess controls Assess controls for the system and its operating
environment to determine if they have been
implemented correctly and are operating as intended.

5. Authorize the system Authorize the system to operate based on the acceptance
of the security risks associated with its operation.

6. Monitor the system Monitor the system, and associated cyber threats,
security risks and controls, on an ongoing basis.

Chapter 2 Guidance during audit phases



Cyber security
capability/
maturity

Cyber security strategy
Cyber security risk management
Program management and governance
Regulatory and legal requirements
Threat and vulnerability management
Security incident management
Security Monitoring
Workforce management
Third-party management 
Data protection

Cyber resilience
maturity

Business impact analysis
Business continuity planning
Disaster recovery planning
Security incident management
Threat and vulnerability management
Security Monitoring
Third-party management
Workforce management

Data Protection Data governance
Regulatory and legal requirements
Data classification
Data security
Data quality management
Information records management
Data loss prevention

Technical
Configuration

Hardening standards
Configuration management
Security build and testing
Development lifecycles
Patch management
Vulnerability management

Principles for conducting the following types of audits:

Audit Program Development 

Audit Skill Requirements 

(CISSP)  (CISA)  (CISM) 
(CySA+) (CEH) (CRISC) 
(GSEC) 

Chapter 2 
Guidance during 
audit phases



Chapter 2 Guidance during audit phases

Reporting

Principles

• Information included in the report should be reviewed to determine whether it increases
the cyber security risks to the organization and/or nation.

o Information that is not publicly available should not be included in the report.

o Names of systems, tools, staff and teams should be removed if possible.

o Security information such as security monitoring processes, security configurations,
and vulnerabilities should not be included in the report, and more importantly,
connected to systems or organizations.

• The materiality of the information can be used to exclude information from the report

• The auditor can aim to aggregate and generalize security information to reduce the risks
of security controls being attributed to specific systems.



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Provide SAIs with guidance (including relevant information such as
the applicable framework when conducting such audit types), this
section provides highlights on a) national and regional
cybersecurity benchmark studies from global and regional
organizations (APEC, ASEAN, LAS, OAS, PIF, SAARC, among others)
and b) national cybersecurity considerations (UN, ENISA, NIST, ITU,
among others) in terms of disaster recovery, Critical Infrastructure,
National Cyber Incident Response

Lead Member (s)

Mexico China and Peru



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Three Dimensions 1. Governmental
2. National
3. International

The Five Mandates of
National Cyber Security

1. Military Cyber
2. Counter Cyber Crime
3. Intelligence and Counter-Intelligence
4. Critical Infrastructure Protection and National Crisis

Management
5. Cyber Diplomacy’ and Internet Governance

The Five Dilemmas of
National Cybersecurity

1. Stimulate the Economy vs. Improve National Security.
2. Infrastructure Modernization vs. Critical Infrastructure

Protection.
3. Private Sector vs. Public Sector.
4. Data Protection vs. Information Sharing.
5. Freedom of Expression vs. Political Stability.



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Characteristic Definition Required Information Analysis
Purpose, scope, and
methodology

Addresses why the strategy was
produced, the scope of its coverage, and
the process by which it was developed.

Applicable policies, strategies,
and laws to confirm the key
federal entities with roles and
responsibilities in supporting
the nation’s cybersecurity.

• “This plan was created to…”
• “Purpose” statement
• Executive summary

Problem definition and
risk assessment

Addresses the national problems and
threats the strategy is directed towards
and entails a risk assessment that
includes an analysis of threats, and
vulnerabilities of, critical assets and
operations.

A risk assessment that includes
an analysis of threats, and
vulnerabilities of critical assets
and operations.

• Risk assessment, including an
analysis of threats and vulnerabilities

• Issue areas

Goals, subordinate
objectives, activities,
and performance
measures

Addresses what the strategy is trying to
achieve, steps to achieve those results, as
well as the priorities, milestones, and
performance measures to gauge results.

Priorities, milestones, and
performance measures to gauge
results.

• Milestones for achieving goals
• Performance measures for tracking

progress
• Reporting requirements
• Life cycle/time frames
• Standards

Resources, investments,
and risk
management

Addresses what the strategy will cost, the
sources and types of resources and
investments needed, and where
resources and investments should be
targeted based on balancing risk
reductions with costs.

Cost analysis.
Specific risks assessment.

• Analysis of the cost of planned
activities

• Estimates of how activities will be
funded in the future

• Source and type of resources needed
to carry out the goals and objectives

• Assessment of the specific risks and
resources needed to mitigate them



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Characteristic Definition Required Information Analysis
Organizational roles,
responsibilities, and
coordination

Addresses who will be implementing the
strategy, what their roles will be
compared to others, and mechanisms for
them to coordinate their efforts.

Relevant federal officials’ interviews to
confirm the key federal entities.
Cybersecurity-related roles and
responsibilities for each
federal entity.

• Delegation of
responsibilities

• Oversight
responsibilities

• Clarity for individual
agencies’ response
options to specific
incidents

• Coordination groups
• “XX is responsible for…”/

“XX shall...”
• “XX will do ___ by

doing…”
Integration and 
implementation 

Addresses how a national strategy relates
to the goals, objectives, and activities of
other strategies, and to subordinate
levels of government and their plans to
implement the strategy.

Applicable policies, strategies, and laws. • How strategy is linked to
or superseded by other
documents and
strategies

• Describes progress
made since previous
strategies or plans

• Why activities in this
plan are prioritized
differently than in other
plans

• Crosswalk(s)



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Auditing of Critical National Infraestructure

General Canada
Turkey
Australia
Brazil

Semi-Specific United Kingdom

Specific United States of America

• Objective
• Scope and methodology
• Frameworks and Guides
• Conclusions
• Recommendations



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Auditing National Resilience / Disaster Recovery

General Australia
Brazil

By Functions United States of America

• Objective
• Scope and methodology
• Frameworks and Guides
• Conclusions
• Recommendations



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Pillar-based assessment for cybersecurity agencies
Pillars Description Required 

Information
Elements to be 

evaluated
References 
Guides and 

Good practices

Foundations 
of CSIRT

Organization

Human 
Resources

Tools

Process



Chapter 3 Auditing national cybersecurity and data 
protection

Assessing the maturity level of a CSIRT
SIM 3 Model

Parameter Number of 
questions

Organization 10
Human 7
Tools 10

Process 17



Lead Member (s)

USA Bangladesh

Chapter 4 Considerations of cybersecurity and data 
protection by sectors

Cybersecurity audits require SAIs to consider the different
economic sectors governments are involved in.

Some examples include cybersecurity and data protection in
the financial, energy, health care, telecommunications and
e-commerce sectors.



Chapter 4 Considerations of cybersecurity and data 
protection by sectors



Chapter 4 Considerations of cybersecurity and data 
protection by sectors



Chapter 4 Considerations of cybersecurity and data 
protection by sectors

• Exploit 
• Watering hole 
• Phishing and spear phishing 
• Credentials based 
• Trusted third parties 
• Classic buffer overflow 
• Cryptographic weakness 
• Structured Query Language (SQL) injection 
• Operating system command injection 
• Cross-site scripting 
• Cross-site request forgery 

• Path traversal 
• Integer overflow 
• Uncontrolled format string 
• Open redirect 
• Heap-based buffer overflow 
• Unrestricted upload of files 
• Inclusion of functionality from 

untrusted sphere 
• Certificate and certificate 

authority compromise 
• Hybrid of others

Common Methods of Intentional Cyber 
Exploits



Chapter 4 Considerations of cybersecurity and data 
protection by sectors

Energy
Ukrainian Power Gird

Transportation
US – Colonial Pipeline

Communications
Viasat European satellite

Water and wastewater
US water treatment 
facilities

Examples of recent cybersecurity
attacks on critical infrastructure sectors



Conclusions

• Cybersecurity and data protection audit are multinational (people, process
and technology)

• The guideline provides relevant information to each SAI according to the
maturity in legislations, skills and resources

• The guideline requires a continuous (year) review and update

• It would be a general guideline that could be used with more detailed
documentes, v.g. auditing cloud computing, emerging technologies



Thank You
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